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Introduction:

Methodology:

Fixing Flaws in Software

Improving Comparison Efficiency

•
•
•
•

• Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) are similar to computers, except
they have thousands more processors which can operate in parallel
• We utilized a GPU to greatly accelerate problem report comparisons

Large software projects inevitably contain errors and issues
Users submit “bug reports” describing observed errors
Developers use these reports to identify and fix problems
There are too many reports for manual analysis and organization

Figure 6: Report Length Distribution

Figure 5: CPU-GPU Comparison1
Figure 1: An Example Bug Report
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Figure 7: Kernel Tiling

• GPUs are limited by a small memory and the fact that they should
operate with arrays of fixed size in order to maximize throughput

Table 1: Bug Repository Sizes

Several “duplicate reports” often describe the same problem
Duplicate reports should be identified to increase productivity
Identifying all duplicate reports requires O(n2) comparisons
Even computers require too much time for this computation

Figure 2: Report Comparison Complexity

Results:
Parallel Algorithms are Faster
• The parallel longest common
subsequence and substring
algorithms were 86x faster than
the serial version
• The cosine similarity algorithm
ran 89.8x faster on the GPU
Figure 8: Longest Common
Subsequence and Substring Runtimes

Background:

Conclusion:

Current Report Comparison Methods
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• Automated approaches find the 20 reports most similar to a new report
• A developer checks each report in the list and decides if it’s a duplicate
• Three common methods of report comparison are :
• Longest Common Substring
• Longest Common Subsequence
• The Vector Space Model
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Figure 9: Cosine Similarity Runtimes
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Figure 4: Report Similarity Rank
Figure 3: Vector Space Model

Knowledge Gained and
Future Research

Figure 10: Projected Runtimes

• Parallel report comparison is both possible and practical
• Utilizing GPUs greatly decreases the runtimes of report
comparison algorithms

• Several similarity metrics may now be combined to offer more robust comparisons
• Entire datasets may be analyzed, allowing researchers to better test their algorithms
• Combining similarity metrics should retain a high recall rate as repository size increases
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